We show how the on-line bounded-space bin cover problem can be modeled with a Markov chain. We then use this Markov chain formulation to derive an algorithm for the on-line bounded-space bin cover problem. Our algorithm is designed to perform well in a restrictive environment where it can utilize only very few open bins at each time. We analyze the performance of our algorithm and compare it to the Sum-of-Squares with Threshold algorithm. The experimental results show that our algorithm compares favorably with the Sum-of-Squares with Threshold algorithm, and the average waste incurred by our algorithm is very small even when it is forced to use only a handful of open bins.
Introduction
The bin cover problem is, in a sense, a dual problem to the classic bin packing problem. Bin covering takes as input a list of items L = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } with sizes in (0, 1) and places them into bins of unit demand so as to maximize the number of bins that are filled to at least 1. The problem of finding an optimal bin cover is NP-hard so our emphasis will be on designing a good approximation algorithm. We will focus on a restricted class of algorithms, which are on-line and boundedspace. In an on-line setting, the items arrive one at a time and must be assigned to a bin on arrival, without any knowledge of the items that are yet to arrive. An on-line bin cover algorithm is K-bounded-space if at no time during its operations does the number of open bins exceed K.
This bounded-space on-line restriction has many practical applications. For example, consider the problem of packing irregular candy pieces into boxes where each box must contain at least 1 lb of candy. The candy pieces arrive one at a time and we must decide in which box to put each piece, while the flowline allows only K open boxes at each time.
Given a list L and an algorithm A, let A(L) be the number of bins filled to at least unit level by A, OP T (L) be the optimal number of bins that can be filled using the items in L and s(L) be the sum of the item sizes in L. Then 
we have that s(L) ≥ OP T (L) ≥ A(L).
The worst case performance of bin cover algorithms is usually measured using the following formulas:
: all lists L Asymptotic worst case ratio:
A(L) OP T (L) : OP T (L) = n
The R A ∞ ratio is a better measure of performance for typical applications than R A . No polynomial-time approximation algorithm A can have R A > 1/2 because of the NP-completeness of distinguishing between instances that can fill two bins opposed to one, whereas in typical applications the number of filled bins is likely to be large.
Another way to measure the performance of bin cover algorithms is to look at the average waste. The objective of minimizing the average waste is equivalent to the objective of maximizing the asymptotic worst case ratio. We define the average waste of algorithm A is defined as:
: all lists L When we talk about the expected performance of algorithm A, the average waste is often called Expected Average Waste of algorithm A (EAW A ). A key average-case metric for both bin cover and bin packing is the Expected Waste Rate (EW). Let L n (F ) be a list of n items, where the size of each item is chosen independently according to an item-size distribution F . The Expected Waste Rate for bin covering is defined as:
while for bin packing, the Expected Waste Rate is defined as:
The on-line bounded-space bin cover problem has not been covered extensively in the literature, but less restrictive variants of the bin cover problem have been studied [6, 14] . However, results for bin covering have not been as forthcoming as results for the closely related, but more famous, bin packing problem [1, 4, 3] . Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [11] introduced an asymptotic PTAS for the off-line bin packing problem in 1981 and in 1982, Karmarkar and Karp [12] gave an improved algorithm. However, for a long time afterwards it was still an open question whether a similar approximation scheme existed for the bin cover variant. This question wasn't answered until 2001, when Csirik, Johnson and Kenyon, [7] , gave a PTAS for the off-line bin covering problem. They also looked at the on-line version of bin cover and introduced algorithms, based on a well known Sum-Of-Squares algorithm (SS) for bin packing [8, 9] . These modified SS algorithms perform well for on-line bin cover. In section 4, we will look closely at one of these algorithms, an algorithm called Sum-Of-Squares with Threshold (SST), and use it for comparison with our algorithm.
The best known on-line bounded-space bin cover algorithm is also one of the most simple ones, Next Fit (NF). NF has, at all times, only one open bin to which all items are assigned. When the demand of the bin is satisfied, NF closes the bin and opens a new empty bin. Hence, NF is an on-line 1-boundedspace bin cover algorithm. Csirik and Totik [10] have shown that every on-line bin cover algorithm, A, must have R A ∞ ≤ 1/2. It is easy to verify that even though NF is a very simple algorithm, it achieves that ratio. However, due to the simplicity of NF, the average case performance of NF is equal to its worst case performance. More sophisticated algorithms can achieve much better average case performance, even though the worst case performance of NF cannot be improved on.
In this paper, we will show how we can model the on-line bounded-space bin cover problem using a Markov chain. We will use this Markov chain to derive an algorithm for the on-line bounded-space bin cover problem. Our focus is on designing an algorithm with a good average case performance while using approximations to help control the exploding size of the state space. To measure the average case performance of our algorithm, we compare it to the Sum-of-Squares with Threshold (SST) algorithm. Our algorithm is designed to perform well in very restricted settings that are similar to real life situations. However, even with the restrictions of bounded-space that our algorithm must satisfy, experimental results show that it does very well when compared to SST .
The input lists that we will focus on have item sizes that are drawn randomly from discrete distributions. The bins have unit demand and the item sizes are integral multiples of 1/B for some integer B and the probabilities are rational numbers. By scaling up both the demand of the bins and the item sizes we can equivalently assume that the bins have demand B and the item sizes are integers. Most real-world applications can be scaled to fit this model. The convention is that "polynomial time" can include polynomials in n and B [7] . We will also assume that the item distributions are nontrivial, i.e. distributions where at least two items have positive probabilities.
Of special interest among the discrete distributions are a class of distributions called called perfect packing distributions [2] . These distributions satisfy the property that EW
OP T n
= o(n). Courcoubetis and Weber [5] showed that this implies that EW
= O( √ n) for bin packing. This property is called the perfect packing property. In bin packing, if a distribution F has the perfect packing property then the asymptotic expected ratio of OP T (L n (F )) to s(L n (F )) is 1. It's easy to see that this property holds for bin covering if and only if it holds for bin packing.
Definitions and connection to Markov chains
In this section we will define the terms that we use to describe our algorithm and show how we can use Markov chains to analyze the performance of many online bounded-space bin cover algorithms. In the next section we will then use the concepts from this section to design such an algorithm. When an algorithm places an item into a bin such that the demand of the bin is satisfied, the bin is closed and replaced by an empty bin. This means that the closedbin-states that we will use will have exactly one closed bin. Since the bin-states are sorted, the closed bin will always be the last bin in the bin-state.
We can use the following lemma to determine the total number of different bin-states. . The total number of closed-bin-states is then (B − 1)
and the total number of bin-states is
Of all these bin-states, the bin-state σ 0 has special significance since it is the initial bin-state where all bins are empty.
Since there are only a fixed number of possible binstates for on-line bounded-space bin cover algorithms, we can use Markov chains to analyze the performance of such algorithms when the item distribution is known, provided that the item distribution and the algorithms satisfy the following conditions:
1. The algorithm does not change behavior based on the number of closed bins or on the items seen, i.e. it only depends on the current bin-state and the size of the current item.
2. The item distribution is fixed and nontrivial, i.e. it does not change over time and at least two item have positive probabilities. 
where J is the set of possible item sizes, J = [1, 2, . . . , B − 1] and p j is the probability of item of size j.
The states in the Markov chain that corresponds to closed-bin-states have a transition probability of 1 to the open-bin-state where the closed bin has been replaced with an empty bin. Since the state space is finite, there will be at least one recurrent class in the Markov chain. If there are some transient states then we can simply remove them since we are only interested in the long run performance of the algorithm. The algorithms for on-line bounded-space bin-cover are not likely to create Markov chains with multiple recurrence classes, but if that happens we can look at each recurrence class in isolation and then look at the probability of the Markov chain being in each recurrence class.
We now focus on the positive recurrent class of the Markov chain. Since any algorithm with only one open bin is trivially Next Fit, we will only consider instances where K > 1. The item distribution is nontrivial so this class will be aperiodic. Markov chains that have only one class, positive recurrent and aperiodic have limiting probabilities [13] that determine the mean time spent in any state. These limiting probabilities allow us to calculate exactly the expected waste of the algorithm. Let π i be the long-run proportion of time that the Markov chain is in state i and let S c be the set of states in the Markov chain that correspond to closed-bin-states. Then the expected average waste of algorithm A is:
where W i is the actual waste of the closed bin in the closed-bin-state i.
If the Markov chain has multiple recurrence classes, we can calculate the expected average waste of the algorithm by taking a weighted average of the expected average waste for each recurrence class, where the weight of each such class is based on the probability that the Markov chain will end up in that class.
Using Markov chains to design an algorithm
Analyzing the expected performance of an on-line bounded-space bin cover algorithm for a specific item distribution using Markov chains might be useful in some situations, but we would like to use the idea behind this method to design such algorithms. Observe that we can completely describe an on-line bounded space bin cover algorithm by the parameters γ A (σ i , j, σ i ), i.e. the parameters that effectively determine into which bin we place an item of size j for all possible bin-states that can occur. A helpful notation is to let σ j→k i be the bin state that we get if the current bin-state σ i and we place an item of size j into bin number k. (Recall that the bins are stored in sorted order.)
We can now write the formulation for an on-line K-bounded-space bin cover algorithm as:
where S is the set of all states in the Markov chain and J is the item distribution. However, in general, this formulation does not immediately yield an algorithm. Even though the optimal solution to this problem would give us an optimal algorithm for the on-line K-bounded-space bin cover problem, this formulation cannot be solved efficiently because of the complicated connection between the γ(σ i , j, σ i ) variables and the limiting probabilities π.
Approximate solution
Let us assume that we have a ranking criteria for all the closed-bin-states, i.e. some cost that determines how desirable each closedbin-state is. We will define this in detail later but for now, let's just call this cost bin-state-cost, or bsc. Given the bin-state-cost for all closed bin-states, we can calculate the expected bin-state-cost for any openbin-state σ i in a recursive manner:
where p j is the probability of item of size j, k * is the bin that we will place an item of size j into if the current bin-state is σ i and σ j→k * i is the resulting bin-state after the item has been placed in bin k * .
Algorithm 3.1. BSC Input: Sorted list of all states, probability of each item size, list of items. Output: Packing of all the items into bins.
Initialize:
Packing items: Once we define the bin-state-cost, we can use Corollary 3.1 to create the BSC algorithm shown in Figure 1 .
We define the cost for each closed-bin-state in the following manner. The cost has two parts:
• The actual waste that we incur from the closed bin • A penalty for all open bins whose level is too high, i.e. if they are unlikely to be closed without incurring a large waste.
We set the penalty for each open bin as max(0, h + α − B), where h is the level in the bin and α is a number such that the probability of receiving an item no greater than α is small. The recursive formula for the expected bin-state-cost then becomes
where W K is the actual waste of the closed bin (the last bin) in the closed-bin-state. The optimal value for α depends on the item distribution and the number of bins that we can have open. Figures 2 and 3 show how the choice of α affects the performance of the BSC algorithm. We often refer to his constant α as a penalty item, since we are effectively penalizing the bins that are too full. To be able to use many bins, we partition the open bins into groups such that each group has a manageable number of bins. We then find a BSC algorithm for each group of bins. Then, when we pack items we must do it in two steps, first we select which group we will use for the item, and then in which bin from that group we will place the item.
Groups
We tried two different greedy methods to select into which group we place each item. Let G = {1, . . . , q} be the set of groups and σ i be the bin-state of group i. Also let bsc(σ i ) be the expected bin-state-cost of σ i and let k * be the bin in group i that we will use for an item of size j according to the BSC algorithm. We then tried the two following greedy methods.
Aggressive Greedy:
Conservative Greedy:
The aggressive greedy method tries to minimize the best expected bin-state-cost over all the groups while the conservative greedy method tries to maximize the improvement in expected bin-state-cost we can get for any group by adding the item to that group.
Figures 4 and 5 show comparisons between these two methods. In our experiments, the conservative greedy was often much better than the aggressive greedy method whereas in the few instances where the aggressive greedy performed better, the difference was very small. Our results indicate that when choosing into which group we place an item, it is preferable to avoid getting into trouble rather than selecting the most attractive option for each item. 
Decreasing the number of states
As we mentioned at the beginning of Section 3.2, the number of states grows rapidly with the demand of the bins. Since the demand is an integer, the number of different bin levels that a single bin can have is equal to the demand. We will now show how we can ignore a few bin levels to decrease the number of states in the Markov chain, and thereby reduce the running time of the algorithm. Figures 6 and 7 show the expected bin-state-cost of all bin-states of the BCS algorithm for two different item distributions and a bin size B = 100. The first item distribution is a normal distribution N (25, 5) where we round the items to the nearest integer. The second is a discrete uniform distribution between 10 and 40. Usually, we only look at the sorted bin-states, but here we plot all bin-states to get a better picture.
In Figures 6 and 7 , we have 100 bin levels and two bins, for a total of 5050 sorted open-bin-states. The steep edges when either bin has level close to 100 are due to the α-factor kicking in when the bin levels become too high. The size of α for the first one was set to 10 which is 3 standard deviations below the mean, and the second one also had α of size 10 which is equal to the smallest possible item we can get from that distribution.
However, they both support the intuition that, for the majority of the bin-states, there should only be a small difference in the bin-state-cost of adjacent binstates. When the bin-levels are not at some critical levels based on the item distribution and the bin demand, the expected bin-state-cost will change slowly between adjacent bin-states.
To decrease the number of bin-states we do the following:
• If the item distribution has a smallest item, i.e. no items are smaller than β, we ignore all bin levels between 0 and β. We can do this since it is impossible for any bin to have level between 0 and β.
• Select a subset, L, of the remaining bin-levels. We try to minimize the size of L, while still making sure that L captures the variations in bin-state-costs for the bin-states.
When we now run the BSC-algorithm, we calculate the expected bin-state-cost as before, but in each step, we round the actual bin-state to the nearest bin-state that consists only of bin-levels from L. To see the effect of using only a subset of the bin-levels, we created four different subsets, with bin demand of 100 and a set of item distributions where the distribution is uniform between 18 and X where X = 21, . . . , 40. We used the same subsets for all 19 distributions. We ran the BSC-algorithm for each subset of bin levels and each item distribution using 3 open bins. The subsets are shown on the left graph in Figure 8 . The first subset is as detailed as possible with 83 different bin-levels, we only omit the bin levels 1, . . . , 17, since the smallest item is 18, we will never encounter those. The next subset uses every other binlevel between 18 and 99, this gives us a subset of size 42. The third set has size 29 while the last set uses only 17 bin-levels by jumping in steps of 5 between 18 and 99. Figure 8 show the comparison of the algorithm using these 4 different sets on 19 uniform distributions. Figure 8 shows that we can decrease the number of bin-states significantly without severely affecting the performance. The average waste incurred does not increase significantly if we use 42 levels rather than 83, however, as Table 1 shows, the complexity decreases by almost an order of magnitude. Table 1 shows the number of different sorted bin states for 3,4 and 5 open bins, using 5 different sized subsets of the bin levels. As we can see, the number of bin-states decreases dramatically when we decrease the size of the subset. Notice that, for 3,4 and 5 bins, we can reduce the number of bin-states by a factor of 1.7, 2.1 and 2.5 respectively, just by removing the unnecessary bin-levels between 0 and 18. Sorting the bin-states is crucial, the number of unsorted bin states with 100 bin levels is 1,000,000 for 3 open bins, 100,000,000 for 4 open bins and 10,000,000,000 for 5 open bins.
Since the number of possible bin-states is a bottleneck on how many bins we can keep open, using a small set of bin-levels allows us to increase the number of open bins. Using a smaller set of bin-levels will increase the average waste incurred, but having more open bins will decrease the average waste. Hence there is a tradeoff between the size of the set of bin-levels we use and the number of open bins.
Comparison with Sum Of Squares with
Threshold The Sum-of-Squares algorithm (SS) is a well known algorithm that performs well for on-line bin packing. The SS algorithm keeps track of how many bins, n i , have bin-level equal to i in the current packing. When a new item is packed, it is placed in a bin so as to minimize the perfect packing property, then SS can fail miserably since it never considers overfilling a bin, which is often necessary for bin covering. Csirik, Johnson and Kenyon [7] showed how to modify the SS algorithm to make it useful for on-line bin covering with general distributions. The version that they introduced and we will consider here is called Sum-of-Squares with Threshold, SST, where they allow the SS algorithm to fill a bin up to a threshold T , where at each time interval, T depends on the number of bins closed so far and the sum of the items seen so far.
The SST algorithm has a definite advantage over our algorithm since it is not restricted by the boundedspace condition. This means that there are no restrictions on how many bins SST can keep open at each time. When the distribution is a perfect packing distribution, the average waste of the algorithm will get arbitrarily close to 0 as the number of items increases. To get a relevant comparison between the BSC algorithm and SST, we will run them both for a long time, and look at how the average waste of both algorithms changes over time and how many bins SST must keep open to achieve its performance. Figure 9 looks at the ratio of A(L n (F ))/s(L n (F )) for both the algorithms, while Figure 10 shows the number of open bins that the SST algorithm is using. SST algorithm after closing 10,000 bins, while the SST algorithm uses at least 4 times as many open bins and up to 54 times as many. When the item distribution is very difficult, the SST algorithm takes a long time to reach a good average ratio. For item distributions that are uniform between 18 and an upper limit larger than 82, the item distribution no longer satisfies the perfect packing property and is very difficult to pack. In those cases, our algorithm actually performs better than SST after 300,000 closed bins. In the long run, the SST algorithm performs much better than the BSC algorithm, but for environments where the number of open bins must be relatively small and items cannot wait in open bins indefinitely, the BSC algorithm has definite advantages over the SST algorithm.
Results and experiments
We looked at the performance of the BSC algorithm when faced with a number of different bin sizes. We kept the item distribution fixed as normal distribution with mean 100 and standard deviation 15. We chose the normal distribution since the distribution of items in a practical setting, e.g. in the food industry, is often quite close to the normal distribution. We look at bin sizes between 200 and 800, and for each bin size we create a special subset of the bin levels that we use. To speed up the performance, we try to keep the number of bin levels in each such subset no more than 100. Figure 11 shows the performance of using only a single group of 1,2,3 and 4 open bins. Figure 12 shows the results if Average waste 3 groups with 1 bin, 3 bins total 3 groups with 2 bins, 6 bins total 3 groups with 3 bins, 9 bins total 3 groups with 4 bins, 12 bins total SST (after 100,000 bins) Figure 12 : The performance of the BSC algorithm with item distribution N(100,15) for bin sizes from 200 to 800. This graph shows the performance of three groups of 1,2,3 and 4 bins, for a total of 3,6,9 and 12 bins, and the performance of Sum of Squares with Threshold algorithm after closing 100,000 bins.
we use three groups of 1,2,3 and 4 bins. The graph in Figure 13 shows the performance of 1,2,3 and 4 groups of 3 bins, with a total number of open bins as 3,6,9 and 12. Small average waste using very few open bins. By using only 9 open bins we get the average waste below 2 for bin sizes from 600 to 800 using item distribution N(100,15). With only 12 open bins, we can get an average waste well below 1 for bin sizes from 600 to 800, and less than 0.5 for the largest bin sizes. The ratio A(L n (F ))/s(L n (F )) for bin size 800 and average waste 802 is around 0.9975, and for bin size 600 and average waste 602, the ratio is .9967. Hence, by using only 9 open bins, we consistently get a ratio above 0.996 for bin sizes above 600. With 12 open bins, this ratio is greater than 0.998 for bin sizes above 600. Using 12 bins gives results that are comparable to SST for small bin sizes When the bin sizes are small, it is often difficult to get small average waste, since we can only fit a few items into each bin. We ran the SST algorithm as comparison with the BSC algorithm, allowing SST to close 100,000 bins. For small bin sizes, between 200 and 500, we got very similar results from the BSC algorithm with 3 groups of 4 bins as the SST algorithm got after closing 100,000 bins. The SST algorithm used from 100 to 14,000 open bins, while the BSC algorithm used only 12. When the bin sizes were above 600, the BSC algorithm was much better than the SST algorithm since the SST algorithm did not converge fast enough when the bin sizes grew larger. Running time for packing items is small. We ran the instances shown in Figures 11,12 and 13 on a laptop with a 1.7GHz Pentium-M processor and 512MB memory. Running time for BSC when there are 3 bins in a group is around 5 seconds for the smaller instances to 20 seconds for the largest instances. This is the time that it takes to calculate bin-state-cost for all bin-states and fill 100,000 bins. When there are 4 bins in a group, the running time is around 2 minutes for the smaller problem up to 10 minutes for the largest instances. The running time is dominated by the time it takes to set up and calculate the bin-state-cost for all the bin-states. Once the expected bin-state-cost is calculated, packing the items is very fast.
Conclusions
Markov chains can be a powerful tool when dealing with algorithms that have a closed and finite search space. By formulating the problem in terms of a Markov chain we can get new insights and ideas on how to solve it or for algorithm design. We showed how ideas from Markov chains helped us design an algorithm for the on-line bounded-space bin covering problem. This algorithm was called BSC-algorithm. We showed that the BSC algorithm performs very well with various item distributions and bin sizes, while using only very few open bins. In experiments designed to simulate practical settings, the BSC algorithm performed much better than the Sum-of-Squares with Threshold algorithm. The BSC algorithm has some very nice qualities and should perform well in a practical setting.
